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Welcome to topic number 40… today we will 
be looking at the average workday for a 

washerwoman in our times…



Yes,  this is the story of Ann 
Newbery,  who lived through our 

time,  toiling as a washerwoman for 
her entire life.



But,  sadly,  it is a typical 
representation of thousands 
of women who live and work 
under the same conditions.  



Unlike most Victorians,  she 
could neither read nor write 

because her mother,  a 
washerwoman,  kept her out of 

school to help with the laundry.  



Clothes are boiled in a 
copper in the back yard 
(not an American yard 
but a narrow strip of 

concrete hemmed in by 
high brick walls).  



As a child,  her job was to work the 
mangle,  or clothes press,  and keep 

the fire stoked.



Quite a lot of her time was 
spent looking for fuel.  

'Tarry blocks' were best.  



Many of London's roads are paved with blocks of wood 
weather- proofed with tar.  When they are dug up to 

repair the road,  children gather from miles around to 
take them home.



In the evening,  she sold walnuts in the 
pubs of Camden Town,  many which will still 

be there into the 21 st century.



As an adult,  she earned twelve 
shillings and six pennies a week,  
eight shillings paid on rent for a 

couple of rooms.



But she remembered Jack the 
Ripper and how she was too 
scared to go out at night.  

She claimed to have eaten pies 
baked by Sweeney Todd,  the 

demon barber of Fleet Street.  



The Relief of Mafeking during the Boer War was 
a living memory to her;  she remembered the 

costermongers singing and the crowds celebrating 
noisily in The Strand and Trafalgar Square.  



She remembered how she and her friend had 
laughed when rain had turned the long 

feathers in their hats into herring bones.  

To her they really were the Good Old Days.



For a few weeks in summer when she was still 
young and unmarried,  she sometimes went 

hopping — picking hops (which give English beer 
its bitter taste) in the hopfields of Kent.  



A shilling a bushel,  sometimes,  
though out of that you bought 
and cooked your own food and 
paid rent for a very rough bed 

in a shed of some kind.  



Her grandfather was a costermonger 
who sold fruit and fish (an odd 

combination even then) from a stall at 
the bottom of Hampstead Road.  



Early every morning he went with his 
pony and cart to Billingsgate (for 

fish) or Covent Garden (for fruit) to 
sell that day on the stall.  



Her husband will be a carter,  though she 
will be widowed early and have to raise her 
daughter on her own,  in a single room,  by 

working literally day and night.  



She cleans middle- class houses,  
washes other people's clothes,  
and even washes bottles in a 

lemonade factory.  



The house she lives in is 
shaky (it's will later be 
demolished) from bomb 

damage in the Blitz.



When she was well into her 
nineties,  she will appear bowed 

double with osteoporosis or widow's 
stoop as it is called.



She will still live in a single room,  with a war damaged,  
sagging floor,  still lit only by gaslight.  



She will die as she lived,  without complaint or 
self- pity,  asking for nothing,  but accepting with 

grace whatever was given her.  



Yes,  but we’ll be back 
with another topic 

soon…So we have completed 
topic 40 in our series… 



Original Source Material for for this topic:

• Portrait of a Victorian, Dick Sullivan, 
http://www.victorianweb.org/gender/sullivan.html

http://www.victorianweb.org/gender/sullivan.html
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